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1. Gender studies is a multifaceted field of

4. Architectural analysis is not only a

----

inquiry into social structures and social

academic pursuit, done for its own sake, but it

relations that has important ---- for the study of

can be informative and entertaining as well.

violence, peace and conflict.
A) mutually
A) challenges

B) convincingly

B) divisions

C) drastically

C) implications

D) purely

D) drawbacks

E) deniably

E) requirements
5. Childcare is a broad term that ---- services
2. Nano-tech products can potentially save lives

which protect the health, safety, and well-being

as well as give us hundreds of new conveniences

of children who require custodial care by adults

from enhanced drug delivery and disease ---- to

other than their own parents for a temporary

fabric that will not stain.

period of time.

A) progression

A) hinders

B) manipulation

B) encompasses

C) detection

C) creates

D) transmission

D) eliminates

E) inheritance

E) suspends

3. The thin, invisible layer of gas surrounding

6. The ageing of population, also known as

the Earth, which is called the atmosphere,

'demographic ageing', is a term used to describe

shields us from the vacuum of space and protects

---- in the age distribution of a population from

us from ---- solar radiation. expose to radiation

the young towards people of older ages.

A) delicate

A) opportunities

B) excessive

B) regulations

C) vigorous

C) shifts

D) elaborate

D) assumptions

E) swift

E) conflicts
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7. Large collections of books are often unusable

9. IQ tests are often faulted for ignoring

without careful attention to classification, so

cultural or social biases, particularly with regard

providing easy access to library materials using

to schoolchildren, and critics claim they cannot

such labels as author, title, and subject, is

---- predict a person’s future performance.

essential for proper ----- of any library.
A) initially
A) violation

B) accurately

B) justification

C) conventionally

C) abandonment

D) narrowly

D) utilisation

E) strictly

E) elimination
10. Before they are allowed to be used, all
8. During the investigation of a lethal or an

medicines, including vaccines, are ------tested to

easily transmitted disease, the necessary

assess how safe and effective they are.

precautions must be taken to protect health staff,
because they are ---- to catching the disease in

A) incidentally

question.

B) hazardously
C) thoroughly

A) committed

D) fatally

B) adaptable

E) offensively

C) entitled
D) vulnerable

11. Parents who are responsive, non-

E) accessible

authoritarian, and who manifest empathetic and
caring behaviours can---- the development of
empathy in their children.

A) delay
B) acknowledge
C) relieve
D) enhance
E) surpass
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12. As we learn more about the neural

15. Trade between people depends on a uniform

mechanisms of intelligence, ---- for enhancing

set of weights and measures that can be used by

intelligence become more likely.

both sides of the transaction to ----- that the
amount obtained or handed over is correct.

A) precautions
B) substitutions

A) disapprove

C) necessities

B) pretend

D) prospects

C) ensure

E) permissions

D) realise
E) estimate

13. From the early 1800s scientists began to
gather ---- amounts of data about marine life,

16. For years, information systems experts have

paving the way for future knowledge about the

faced the ---- of convincing business managers

importance of the planet's oceans.

of the value they provide to the organizations.

A) immense

A) challenge

B) predictable

B) appreciation

C) equivalent

C) consciousness

D) relevant

D) assurance

E) sustainable

E) designation

14. Reduction in cholesterol, body fat and

17. Although including children with special

oxidation is believed to help slow the ageing

needs in learning environments with their

process ----.

typical peers presents many obstacles, the
rewards, benefits and teamwork make it ----.

A) doubtfully
B) reflectively

A) worthwhile

C) externally

B) legitimate

D) obscurely

C) obligatory

E) considerably

D) questionable
E) implicit
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18. Herbal treatment administered in a medical
context has been shown to induce relief from
symptoms in an ---- wide range of illnesses

Cevap Anahtarı 13

including allergies, asthma, cancer, depression,

1 C
2 C

diabetes and migraine.

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

3 B
4 D

A) impressively

5 B

B) accurately

6 C

C) eventually

7 D

D) unbearably

8 D

E) exclusively

9 B
10 C
11 D
12 D
13 A
14 E
15 C
16 A
17 A
18 A
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